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Abstract 

Feature-Based Lexicons: 
An Example and a Comparison to DATR* 

John Nerbonne 
nerbonne@dfki. uni -s b. de 

Deutsches Forschungszentrum fur Kunstliche Intelligenz 
Stuhlsatzenhausweg 3 

D-6600 Saarbrucken 11, Germany 

A FEATURE-BASED lexicon is especially sensible for natural language processing systems which are 
feature-based. Feature-ba.,ed lexicons offer the advantages: (i) having a maximally transparent 
(empty) interface to feature-based grammars and processors; (ii) supplying exact ly the EXPRES

SIVE CAPABILITY exploited in these systems; and (iii) providing concise, transparent, and elegant 
specification possibilities for various lexical relationshhips, including both inflection and deriva
tion. The development of TYPED feature description languages allows the use of INHERITANCE 

in lexical description, and recent work explores the use of DEFAULT INHERITANCE as a means of 
easing lexical development . 

TDL is the implementation of a TYPE DESCRIPTION LANAGUAGE based on HPSG feature logics. 
It is employed for both lexical and grammatical specification. As a lexical specification tool, it 
not only realizes these advantages, but it also separates a linguistic and a computational view of 
lexical contents and supplies a development environment for lexicon engineering . 

The most important competitor for feature-based lexical work is the very competent special 
pu rpose tool DATR, whose interfa.ce to feature-based systems is , however, inherently problema.tic. 
It is argued that feature-based systems (such as TDL) and DATR look compatible because of their 
common mathematical interpretation as graph description languages for directed graphs, but that 
this masks radically different modeling conventions for the graphs themselves. 

The development of TDL is continuing at the German Artificial Intelligence Center (Deutsches 
Forschungszentrum fiir Kiinstliche Intelligenz-DFKI) in the natural language understanding 
project DISCO. 

Keywords: Natural Language, Lexicon, Inheritance, Default Inheritance 

-Thanks are due Roger Evans, Dafydd Gibbon. Hans-U lri ch Krieger and th e audience al. the ASL Lexikoll Work
shop. Wandlitz, Nov. 1991 for discussions and criticism of the ideas presented h ere. Needless to say. these people 
do not all agree with what is said. 
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1 Feature-Based Grammars 
Fea.tu re-based g ra mm a rs a re empl oyed Il ea. rl y uni ve rsall y fo r t he desc rip t io ll o f sy ll tax a.nd se
ma ntics in compu tati ona l ling ui sti cs. V·,Ie ass ume familia ri ty wi t h t hi s work here (S hi eber H)S6 
is a n exce ll ent stand a rd introdu ctory reference to feature- based gra mm ars) a nd shall em ploy t he 
mo re pa rti cul a r feature theory of Head-Driven Phrase Structure Gramma r (Poll ard a nd Sag 1987 
a nd Carpenter to a ppear 1992). This feature fo rmalism appears to be sufficiently powerful fo r t he 
encoding of a rbitrary sy ntacti c a nd sem antic informa tion in all of the linguistic theori es curren tly 
in li se. Poll a rd a nd Sag 1992 provides an in-depth treatment of several very complex areas of 
sy ntax a nd sema nt ics, a nd Nerbonne et a J. in preparation 1992 contains a number of appli cat ions 
to lex ical, syntact ic a nd sema nt ic problems in Germ an grammar . Here we review four aspects of 
t he UPSG form a lism we sha ll employ in lex ical descri ption. All of these a re reali zed in TDL , t he 
typed feature str uct ure desc ri pt ion la nguage whose design a nd implementat io n we take up be low. 

1.1 Four Prope rtic s of Featlll'c D escription Language s 

A first point is sta nd a. rd in a ll fOl'lll a lis llls: feature desc ription la nguages prov ide t rea.t.ment fo r 
co reference (or reent ra ll cy, as it is sometimes called because of its gra ph- t heoret ic in te rpretat io n). 
Two d ifferent a ttributes m ay be specified as having the same value, even when that va lue is 
unknown . For example, we might specify subject verb agreement in the following fashion , where 
t he boxed numbers a re just "tags" that identify the values as being the same: 

[ 
AGRD ] 
SUBJECT [ AGR0 J 

(If descriptions of thi s sort a re interpreted as graph descriptions , the need fo r t hi s so rt of specifi ca
tion demonstra tes th a t the class of gra phs we are interested in are not simply trees, but obj ects of 
th e Illore genera l class o f DIIlE CT E D GRAI'II S.) The point of co reference is t he propagatio n o f any 
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specification of the coreferred value. Thus above, any information about the AGR value accrues 
immediately to the SUBJECTIAGR value and vice versa. 

Second, let us note that we shall have occasion to employ AVM's with DISJUNCTIVE value 
specifications. These are descriptions of objects whose value is included in one of the disjuncts. 
In the following example, we describe objects whose AGRIPER value must be FIRST or THIRD: 

[ AGRIPER {FIRST, THIRD} J 

In order to link pa rti cul ar choices with formal elements, we make extensive use of DISTRIBUTED 

DI SJUNCTIONS, invest iga ted by Backofen et a l. 1990 a nd Dorre and Eisele 1989. This technique 
was developed because it (normally) allows more effi cient processing of disjun ct ions, since it obvi
ates the need to expand them to disjun ctive normal form. It adds no expressive power to a feature 
formalism (assuming it has disjunction ), but it abbreviates some otherwise prolix disjunctions: 

[ 

PATI-Il {$l a, b} 1 { [ PATH1 a 
PATH2 {$I a,.o} PATH2 a 
PATH3 [ ... J PATH3 [ ... J 1 [

PATH1 b l} 
, PATH2 .o 

PATH3 [ ... J 

The two disjunctions in the feature st ructure on the left bear the same name '$1', indicating 
t hat they a re a single a lternat ion. The sets of disjun cts named covary, taken in order. This m ay be 
seen in the right-ha nd side of the eq uiva lence. Two of the advantages of distributed disjunctions 
may be seen in the a rt ifi cial exam ple above. First, covarying but nonidenti cal elemcnts can be 
id ent ifi ed as such, even if t.hey occllr remot.e ly from onc a not.her in st rll ct.llre, a lld seco nd , re;l t . llr~s 

st ru ct ures a re ab brev iated . The a mount of abb rev iation depends on th e number of dist ributcu 
disjunctions, the lengths of the paths PATin and PAT I-I 2 , a nd- in a t least some compet ing 
formalisms- on the size of the remaining st ru ct ure (cr. [PATH3 1 above) I Third, we em pl oy 
a typed vers ion of feature logic whi ch allows the use of RECURSIVE TYPE SPECIFICATIONS of a 
kind found in HPSG (and UCG-cf. Moens et al. 1989), but generally not elsewhere. Types 
restrict the attributes on a given feature term (to an appropriate subset), as well as restricting 
the values which an attribute may have (to an appropriate type). In HPSG the type sign has an 
att ribute (path) SYNTAXILOCALISUBCAT which is restricted in value to lists of signs. This 
attr ibute encodes SUBCATEGORIZATION inform a tion , which is lexically based in HPSG , much as 
it is in Categorial Grammar (Bach 1988). Gramm atical heads specify the syntactic and semantic 
rest rictions they impose on their comp lements. For example, verbs and verb ph rases bear a 
feature SUBCAT whose content is a (perhaps ordered) set of feature st ru ctures rep resent ing thcir 
un satis fi ed subcategorization requirements. Thus the feature structures assoc iatcd with transit.ive 
verbs include the inform at ion: 

[

tra ns-verb 1 
' ,. ~ ~ 

S) NILOqSUBCAT ( [ CASE ACC ] , [ CASE NOM]) 

(where np is the type of noun phrase signs, and trans-verb the type of tra nsitive verb sign). 

In order to ap preciate the point about recursive specification, let us regard the subcategoriza
tion list as represented in [FIRST, REST] form (so that every SUBCAT either is null or occurs 
in [FIRST, REST] form) . Then, the important point is to note th at we have a type list, one of 
whose att ributes , REST is restri cted to va lues of type list , including the empty list . This is a 
recursive type specifi cat ion . In general, SUBCAT is restri cted to takin g valucs whi ch a rc of the 
t.ype list(sign)-and t hi s att.r ibute occurs within signs. A similar recurs ion o ht. a. ins wh cn wc dcfine 
the type tree as a lexica l-sign or a phrasal sign whose attribute DTRS (d a ughters) is a list of signs 
of the type tree. We shall employ recursive type specifications in a proposal for the representation 
of derivational relationships . 

I Cf. Backofen et al. 1990 for a discussion of a third advantage of distributed disjunctions, namely a normal increase 
in processing efficiency. Cf. Krieger and Nerbonne 1992 for comments on the use of coreference in combination with 
disjunction. 
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Fourth , we shall employ inheritance extensively in order to describe lexical relationships suc
cin ctly (and thereby improve m a intain a bility and modifi ability). One of the greatest virtu es of 
inheritance is that one can readily visualize relationships, e.g.: 

[

case-val 1 
OBL [boolean] 
GOV [boolean] 

[ 
nom-gen / ] ~ 
GOV- 1 
~/ 

nom-ace 
OBL - ] 

[nom 1 

As the diagram suggests, we specify inheritance rela tionships to indicate that inform ation is 
shared between the bequeathing and the inheriting node. The feature value at a ny given node is 
just the unifi cation of its local specifications with those it inherits. The diagram indicates, e.g., 
th a t the type nom inherits from both nom-gen a nd nom-a ce. As such, it is heir to the feature, 
fea.ture-value and type specifi cat io ns these provide. An insta nce of the type nom must therefo re 
minimally be defined to bear the inherited featues OBL a nd GOV, bot h with th e value -: 

[

case-val 1 
OBL -
GOV -

And this is just the unifi cation of t he specifications of the bequeathing nodes, nom-gen a nd 
110m-ace: 

[ 
~~~u~ 1 [ 
GOV [boolean] 

case-val 1 
OBL [boolean] 
GOV -

1.2 Default Inheritance 

The best inherit ance mechanisms for lex ical informat ion have been Flickinger et a1. 1985's work 
0 11 "strllctured lex icons", Evans and Gazdar 1990's work on DATil , a nd Poll a rd a nd Sag 1987's 
C ha ptcr 8 on lex ical inherit a nce. Both Flickinger's work and DATil a im to supplemell t reat ur '
ba.sed grammars, but both req uire an exp li cit translation step to convert lexical information in to 
gra mm at ical features. Furthermore, they are both ham pered in exp ress ive power , so that th ey 
accommodat.e som e sorts of informat.ion poorly, even info rmation whi ch is stand a rclly fo und in 
fcature systems, e.g ., disjun ct ion, negat ion, and complex feature st ru ctures used as values. 

Most wo rk on feature structures, on the other hand , has fail ed to a llow the use of DEFAULTS or 
OVI::RWIUTING, which is cruci a l for a pracL ica llexical too1. 2 The key advantage of default specifi
cat ions is th a t they a llow the description of SUBREGULARITIES, classes of items whose properti es 
Cl re la rgely, but not perfect ly regul a r. In a system with default inheritance , these may be regarded 
Il o t as anomalous, but rather as imperfectly regular, or regular within limits. We shall employ 
dcl'ault inheritan ce regul a rly, perhaps most crucially in the specification of derivational relat ions. 

Defa ult specifications a re a ppropri ate for the desc ription of the innum erab le lin gui st ic phe-
1I0111e ll<l whi ch a.rc pa rti a ll y rcgular- or , which at th e presellt stage of our lin g uist ic kllowlcdgc , 
cannot be succinctly desc ribed ill a complete ly reg ular way. It m ay ultim ate ly be a philosophi cal 

2 But cf. Pollard and Sag 1987, p .194 , Note 4; S"g and Pollard 1987, p .2'1; and Shieber 1986, pp.59-61. 
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point whether the former class is neglibly small, but we can be certain the the latter will remain 
large for many years, even decades to come. Thus, even if it turns out that the use of default 
specification has NO scientific significance, its utility in grammar development-for both current 
theory and practice-should not be underestimated. Some examples of exceptional behavior for 
which default specification is appropriate include: irregular and missing inflectional forms, irregu
lar derivational form or meaning (Krieger and Nerbonne 1992), irregular syntax (Flickinger 1987, 
pp.64-66); irregular sub categorization specifications (Flickinger and Nerbonne 1991 or 1992). (Cf. 
Flickinger et at. 1985; Gazdar 1987; and Gazdar 1990 for further cases supporting the use of de
faults in lexical specifications.) The use of defaults has seemed suspicious within the context of 
feature systems because these were developed (in part) to allow monotonic processing of linguistic 
information, and the use of defaults leads to nonmonotonicity. 

But, as Bouma 1990, p.169 points out, the use of lexical defaults is a fairly harmless form of 
nonmonotoncity, since the lexicon is non monotonic only with respect to lexical development-the 
syntactic use of information specified via lexical default leads to none of the problems associated 
with nonmonotonic reasoning; e.g., inferences about phrases never need to be retracted, and 
the NL system may be configured to be perfectly monotonic at run-time. If we employ default 
inheritance for the specification of lexical information, then the inheritance hierarchy as a whole 
does NOT correspond to a subsumption or subtyping hierarchy-information may be overwritten 
which renders subsumption invalid. Care needs to be taken that the two notions of hierarchy-the 
classes involved in the default inheritance relationship and the feature structure types defined 
there-not be confused (cf. Cook et a l. 1990). The mechanism we shall emp loy for the defaliit 
combination of lexical informat ion is the DEFAULT UNIFICATION developed by Bouma 1990; we 
may employ this within t he lexicon, even while eschew ing its use for parsillg a. lld gene ratioll. 

13es ides TDL, which we report on below, cf. Russell et al. 1992 and Copestake 1992 for fu rther 
information on the use of default unification-based inheritance in comp utation a l lexicology. 

2 Lexical Tasks 
Four significant tasks of the lexicon are support in the description of inflection, derivation, syntax 
and semantics. Here we illustrate useful techniques in feature-based lexical description without 
attempting to treat the matter exhaustively. Our point is the relative ease with which descriptions 
are generated, particularly when this is compared to well-known alternatives. 

2.1 Inflection 

A central task in the descript ion of inflectional morphology is the desc ription of paradigms, slich 
as that of the weak present" indicat ive: 

sg pI 

1st + e, I.:riege + en, kriegen 
2nd + st, kriegst + t, kriegt 
3rd + t, kriegt + en, kriegen 

2.1.1 A Distributed Disjunctive Treatment 

Surely one of the most interest ing insights of DATR is its treatment of the inflectional paradigm 
(even if this is not often commented on). In DATR a paradigm is characterized as a set of furl.h er 
specifications of an abstract lexeme (for a.n example, cf. §4 below). VYe can provide a. very s illlil a.r 
a.nalysis using the distributed disjunctioll s introdu ced in §l above: 

[

STEM 0 1 
MORPH ENDING r:l { "e" "st" "t" "n" "t" "n"} L.:J $1 , , , , , 

FORM0&G 

SYNILOCALIHEADIAGR {$1 [ ~~~ l~J ] , [ ~~~ 2;G
D 

] , ... , [ ~~~ 3~D ]} 
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This is a large disjunction, which in disjunctive normal form would have a first element whose 
ending is "e", and whose AGRiPER value is 1ST, etc. Thus a lexeme is characterized as the dis
junction of its individual paradigmatic variants. In the case oflexemes with exceptional paradigms, 
default inheritance is employed to inherit what is common and overwrite what is exceptional. Cf. 
Krieger and Nerbonne 1992 for examples and discussion . 

2.1.2 A Relational Treatment 

If' the feature formalism allows in additon to the eq uality constraints allowcd in all thcories, nlorc 
general relational constraints as well, then other interest ing possibilities for the description of 
inflection arise (the sketch here derives from Kathol 1991a.) Under Kathol 's scheme one provides 
a single nondisjunctive feature description which describes the lexeme for weak (present indicative) 
verbs: 

FORM G 

r 
MORPH [ STEM 0 ] 1 

PER 0 
SYNiLOCALIHEADIAGR [ NUMG] ] , 

Note that the feature term no longer cOlltains the function symbol '&' "Illo rphologica ll y tlPPcllll" 
(and that feat llJ'e terms can in gcneral he free of fUll ct ion a nd relatioll sYlllho l,;) . hilt. a t. t.he ('0:;1. 

of rcquiring additionally that the following verbal-inflection relation ho lds: 

Rpres-weak-ind-verb-infl (0, G, [], G]) 

where Rpres-weak-ind-verb-infl is constrained so that 

G 0& "e" iff[] = 1ST I\G] = SG 
G 0&"st" iff[]=2NDI\G]=SG 
G 0&"t" iff([]=:mDI\G]=SG)V([]=2ND I\G= PL) 
o 0 &"en" irf'(0 = IST V[J=3 IlD)I\G = PI, 

Kathol's proposal is neat in dividing feature terms and relational constraints into separate 
bundles, and it also allows a kind of "inheritance", which we demonstrate with the modal verb 
sol/en- this is like the weak verbs except in having a emptyset ending in 1st and 3rd singular. 

Rpres-modal-ind-verb-infl(0, G, [], G]) 

whcre Rpres-modal-ind-verb-infl is constrained so that 

o = 8 irf' ([] = I ST V 0 = 3 rw) 1\ GJ = SG 
o = G ot.her wise, wit.h RjHCS-wcak-i llu-vc rb-illfi (8, G, 0 , G) 

Thc trcatlllcnt using distributed disjunctions also allows the default inheritance of paradigmatic 
spccirications, but it is not as neat (cf. Krieger and Nerbonne 1992 for details). We have not 
discussed the the lexicon/morphophonemic interface here, which in both the distributed disjunctive 
treatment and the relational treatment suggested by Kathol is constituted by references to a 
"morphologically append" function. The proper interface oflexical and morphological specification 
is a subject of ongoing research in DISCO . 
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sign 

phrase word 

~ 
~Plex par~eCh 

headed-complex mlnor ~ bar-suff 

jA 1 
keit-A bar-V 

bar-comp-A 

Figure 1: Structure of the inheritance network in case of -bar suffixation, including morphological 
constraints (morphological head feature principle-MHFPc, etc.) and rule (MHCR). Note that 
we impose additional LOCAL constraints on certain classes, especially on bar-camp-A. Note furth er 
that, although the class of adjectives formed using -bar inherits from A (adject ive) a.nd from 
lICRfJPs, it does NOT inherit from either of its component morphs- bar- VOl' bar-suffix. 

2.2 D erivat ion 

One of the most exciting aspects of applying feature-based techniques to lexical problems is the 
opportunity it provides for the treatment of derivation, long a neglected chi ld in compuational 
lexicology. Derivation, when it is described, is generally seen as the result of applying "lexical rules" 
to lexical entries. Thus entities of two sorts-rules and entries-encode derivational relationships. 
We can overcome this division in a feature-based treatment. 3 

By describing derivation FRAMES with typed sub categorization requirements, we return the 
content of derivation to the lexicon (rather dividing it between rules and affix contents). We 
assume a type hierarchy like that in Figure 1. 

Given an elaborate type hierarchy, we lIlay describe a derivational affix such a.s Germa.1I -ba"/' as 
morphologically subcategorizing for a verb stem of an appropriate sort . We foresee an entry along 
the following lines (cf. Krieger to appear 1992 for more detailed specification and com ments): 

3 A more extended presentation of the work in tills section may be found in Krieger and Nerbonne 1992, in the 
section on derivation, and in Krieger to appear 1992. 
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bar = 

bar-slLff 

[
FORM "-bar" 1 

MORPH SUBCAT bar-Vo 
SYNILOC [HEADIMAJ A J 

SEM [OPERATOR 0 ] 
SCOPE 0 

) n combination with a schematic rule allowing the formation of complex words consisting of afTixes 
together with the forms they subcategorize for, and several morphological principles (sketched in 
Krieger to appear 1992), this form accounts for several properties of adjectives formed using -bar: 
category (adjective), component verb stem, and semantics (and cf. Krieger to appear 1992 for a 
discusion of other properties, including subcategorization). 

But very interesting aspects of this proposal have to do, not with specific analyses of affixes, 
but rather with the setting of the proposal within a default feature-based lexicon. Because of this 
setting we are able to cope with two normally crippling analytical problems: sporadic app licabi lity 
and partial regularity. The problem of sporadic applicability is seen where forms a re missing that 
are expected to occur. E.g., given the usual restriction on -bar adjective formation, we might 
expect to find all of the following forms (derived from transi tive verbs): *habbar, *legbar, *weiflbar, 
*/adbar, *meidbar. By assigning these verbs to a type inappropriate for -bar derivation, we can 
exclude these verbs, as desired. 4 

The problem of partial regu larity may be illustrated with the form kiindbar 'subject to layofr ', 
derived from kiindigen 'to lay orf' is regular in syntax and semantics , but flot in form , so that 
we enter it in the lexicon as inheriting from the -bar schema above, overwriting the irregu lar 
attr ibute FORM. Thus it is subject to the same treatment of partial regularity found elsewh ere 
in the defaul t lex icon. Simi larly, we might wish to treat wlLnderbar 'wonderfu I' as a semant icall y 
irregular derivative of wlLndern 'to surprise', sichtbar as a formally irregular derivative of sehen 
' to see'; kostbar 'valuable' as a semant ically irregular derivative of kosten 'to try, taBte'. Eflbar 
'edib le' from essen 'to eat' is probably one of a la rge class of derivatives whose meaning is a bit 
1Il0re specific that expected, applying to objects which not merely can be eaten, but which can be 
SAFELY eaten. Cf. trinkbar 'potable', belastbar ' Ioadable', verzehrbar 'consumable' and betretbar 
't resspassable' . 

2.3 Syntax and Semantics 

Since the ent ire point of departure for applying feaLure-based description to the lexicon is the 
employment of techniques borrowed from syntax and semantics, this point should require little 
support. 

We illustrate syntax and semantics briefly nevertheless in order to emphasize the potential 
complexity of this area in its inter face to inflection and derivation. Below is the disjunctive 
description of a verb lexeme which includes both its active and passive variants. 

4There is a potential objection he re, viz., that these words should be found in the lexicoll as potential, bill. 1I0t 
actual words. Without taking a stand o n the desirability o f this position, let us note that the problem then becomes 
one of marking a feature [actual ±]-a problem of partial regularity. 
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[

STEM 1 
MORPH PREFIX {$ l "", "ge"} 

ENDING {$l { $2 "e", ... , "n"}, "n"} 

SYNILOCAL 

SUBCAT {$1 (NP[ACC]~J' NP[NOM]G)' 

((PP[VON]G' )NP[NOMbJ) } 

{ [
PER 1ST] [ PER 3RD ] } 

HEADIAGR $2 NUM SG ,"', NUM PL 

SEM [ ~~~~CE G 1 
THEME 8 

where NP[ACC] abbreviates [np, CASE ACC], etc. The structure above provides for two alternate 
(sets of) forms, active and passive. This alternation is indicated by the disjunction name '$1'. The 
second, passive alternative correlates with a subcategorzation in which, e.g., an optional PP[von] 
phrase fills the same semantic argument slot as the active subject. The first, active alternative 
in $1 is simply the active paradigm sketched above. 5 The point of drawing attention to this sort 
of example here is the reminder that seemingly simple morphological markings such as passive 
affixation may have qui te complex syntactic and semantic correlates, and that the lexicon must 
be prepared to specify these. 

3 TDL-As Lexicon Definit ion Tool 
TDL-a TYPE DESCRIPTWN LANGUAGE-is an implementation of typed feature description lan
guage with type inheritance which allows the defintion of HPSG grammars. It supports typed 
feature-based reasoning (including multiple inheritance), separates a user interface from underly
ing implementation, and is accompanied by a graphical development environment . 

. The sorts of type inference required in lexicon definition include unification, default unification 
or overwriting, appropriateness checking for both types and attributes, instantiation, subsumption 
and classification. TDL currently supports all of these except subsumption and classification. 
Unification is used to combine information from multiple ancestors-this must be compatible 
and fails otherwise; defa.ult unificat ion is employed to combine inherited with loca.l information 
(and simple overwriting is under examination for use in future versions); appropriateness checks 
are performed both on the values of typed attributes (those requiring specific types) and on the 
attributes specified within a type; and instantiation simply provides a concrete instance of a. given 
type. The current version of TDL can only check on appropriateness if the type in question is a 
user-defined type. To check more generally, subsumption (subtyping) must be available. Finally, 
it would be useful to be able to provide the minimal type to which an untyped instance belongs. 
This process is known as classification. Diehl 1992 contains discussion of the inferential services 
provided by TDL. 

TDL is implemented in CommonLisp and runs on MacIntoshes and Sun4's. A unique feature 
of TDL is its strict separation of user and implementer views which was achieved by defining the 
TDL langauge using Zebu, a LISP version of YACC, the UNIX public-domain compiler-compiler. 
The language was deliberately designed to resemble the specification languages popular in cOtn
putationallinguistics writings. Enforcing this separation allows one to provide the lexicon writer 
with a cleaner view of his specifications. 

The TDL development environment includes several further utilities designed 1.0 immprove 
habitability, including a feature editor, which displays feature structures in attribute-value format; 
a "grapher", which provides a hierarchical view of inheritance, as well as facilities which allow 

5Cf. Kathol 1991b for a more ambitious analysis, under which a single nondisjunctive participial form serves in 
both active and passive voices, so that passive is not an inAectionai alternation. 
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partial views, e.g., of the hierarchy as it affects given feature valu es. The last, is u,;cflll for debugging 
single components . Schiifer and Kriegel' 1992 is a terse gu ide to t.h e fac ilit.i es o n t.he rat.hcr less 
comfortable Sun4 platform (lacking featu re ed itor and grapher) . 

4 Comparison to DATR 
DATR is perhaps the first lexicon definition tool with a useful notion of default inheritance AND and 
a rigorous declarative definition (Evans and Gazdar 1989, Evans and Gazdar 1990) . It has been 
used in several applications in combination with feature-based grammars (Kilbury et a1. 1991), 
and is used as a tool in interesting morphophonemic investigations (Reinhard 1989, Gibbon 1991, 
Gibbon and Ahoua 1991). 

Like feature-based descriptions, DATR uses directed graphs to represent linguistic information 
(in the case of DATR, these are actually restricted to trees, as we shall see). Figure 2 presents a 
sample graph represent in g (some of) the informat ion in the lexe me come, togeth er with n desc rihing 
theory (of which there are, in general, many).6 

Given the fact that. both feature formalisms and DATR have direct. interpretat ion a.s gra.ph 
description languages, it may seem surprising that their interface should be comp li cated. They 
even resemble each other superficially in the atomic case, each assigning values (graph nodes) to 
att ributes (directed edges): 

[AUX -] < aux > == -

But this superficial resemblance is deceptive; for example, the feature formalism statement requires 
that the path AUX ends at the node - (there can be no continuation), while the DATR statement 
may describe a graph where the path < a ux > leads to a node labeled -, but which may well have 
further paths lead ing from it- som ething the feature formali sm statement is in compatihle with, 

4.1 Graphs and 'I\'ces 

The fundamental differences stem from different design goals o f the t.wo forll1alisnls. DATn is 
designed to allow the express ion of defaults, which may be understood in t he followi ng way: we 
view an entire DATR theory as describing a graph (cf. Figure 2), where att ributes correspond to 
edge labels, and values to node labels. The function assigning labels to nodes (values) is specified 
only partially, but from it we derive a complete labeling by allowing node labels to be "inherited" 
along directed edges where no node label is already present. These inherited node labels are default 
values. It is easy to see how they are overridden by additional specification (the condition on the 
inheritance along directed edges is that there be no such specification). It is crucial to note that 
this scheme cannot work (without complication) if two directed edges point to the same unlabeled 
node; in that case the node would potentially inh erit confli cting labels . The DATIl so iliti on 1.0 
t.his is s imple a nd efect ive: no such graphs may be described, oilly t.ree,;, 

Now severa l differences between DATR a lld f('at llre fOrlll(l,li sllls h( 'CO IlI C "ppcJl'(' nt. , 'I'll(' pro
hibiti on against directed graphs in which distinct edges point t.o the sCl.lne node is efrec t.ively a. 
prohibit.ion against. what feature theories have called "reentrancy", and what is expressed in fea
ture formalisms as path eq uality (PATR-II) or labeled values (HPSG) or va ri ab les (Smolka 1988). 
There cannot be a path equality statement in DATR with the same semantics as that in feature 
formalisms, since this would mean that genuine directed graphs- and not merely trees-were be
ing described. What looks like a path equality relation, '==', is an assignment operator in DATR, 
assigning node labels to nodes at the end of namec;l paths, and there are no path equalities
variables, coreferences or reentrancies-in DATR, as there are in feature formalisms. 

A closely related point is the denotation of path expressions: both feature form alisms and 
DATR allow the expression of path equivalence, but in the case of feature forma li sms t.his is 
interpreted as node (and thus subgraph) identity , whil e in the case of Di\TI( t.his is interpJ'(·~ t ,e d as 
id entit.y of node label (normally, lillgllist,ic for m) . We might su111 Illari:t,e Lhat. f'p.at.llrc pat.hs dClioLe 
subgraphs while DATIl paths denote node values. 

6The graph and theory are borrowed from a presentation by Roger Evans on DATR at the ACQUILEX Workshop 
on Default Inheritance in the Lexicon, April, 1991. 
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A DATR theory 

VERB: 

COME : 

pA 
(come ing) came 

< syn aux > == no 
< syn cat> == V 
< morph. pres fin sing 3 > == ( "< morph root >" s) 
< morph past> == ( "< morph root >" ed) 
< morph pres part> == ( "< morph root >" ing). 

<> == VERB 
< morph root> == come 
< morph past> == came 
< morph past part> == < morph root> . 

COME 

morph 

no 

com e came pAn 

v 

pAng come Dlurn.. :7 ~ng 

A A 
(come s) 

Figure 2: A DATR theory describing a graph modeling the English lexeme come (the VERB graph 
is not shown). All nodes are at least implicitly labeled. To find the implicit label of a given node, 
just follow edges back to the nearest labeled node-the value. Thus the value of the attribute 
path morlpreslfin is come (a node is nearest itself), and the value at morlpreslfinlplur is also come. 
Please note that because of this mechanism, DATR graphs must be trees-i.e., given a node, we 
must be able to ask from which UNIQUE nearest node is there an edge directed to it. This ensures 
that implicit values are uniquely assigned. We also note that this inheritan ce mechanism exploits 
the relative depth-number of edges-between nodes, a.nd that list.s are t.he only comp lex va.lues, 
used here to model strings of morphemes st ill subject to morphophon emic processing. 
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A corollary of the last point concerns the complexity of values. As we've just noted, fea
ture formalisms allow one to denote feature graphs, while DATR expressions always denote node 
values- of more limited complexity (lists seem to be all that is allowed). 

Returning to the question of trees vs. directed graphs, it may not be superfluous to add that 
the use of genuine directed graphs (and not merely the special case of trees) is cru cial in feature 
formalisms because the confluence of graph edges models the sharing of linguisti c properties, \\ihich 
is frequently exploited in feature-based description (cf. above). DATIl must use trees so that a 
unique value for a node's ancestor is guaranteed. The default inheritance mechanism in DATR 
depends on this. 

It is also worth noting that feature-based theories have a profoundly different response available 
to the problem of inheriting nonidentical values: rather than forbid the inheritance, or require that 
one value be given up in favor of the other, the feature-based theory may work with the unification 
(or default unification; cf. above) of the values. 

4.2 Modeling Conventions and Other 

Beyond the need to accommodate default inher itance, DATR differentiates itself from feature 
theories due to the radicaIJy different MODELING CONVENTIONS with which graphs are interpreted. 
As Figure 2 iIJustrates, the use DATR makes of graphs is fundam entally different from that 
in feature formalisms. DATR uses relati ve depth to model default preference (cf. Figu rc 2), 
while feature formalisms attach no significance to the relative dept h (number of edges) between 
nodes. Since the default preferences involved concern the forms of words, we group att ributes in 
DATR where they tend toward syncretism (sharing a form). In feature formalisms the modeling 
conventions are rather different, leading one to group attributes (e.g., PER and NUM under AGR) 
where a grammatical process (agreement) makes common reference to them. 

We note two further differences for the sake of completeness: 

• Interior feature graph nodes are not always decorated, but if they are, then it is with types 
(cf. above), while the values associated with DATR nodes are forms. In feat ure form alisms 
the form is often just another value (cf. examples in 2.1) . 

• A final point is clear even if its import is not, and that is that feature fo rmalisms a llow 
one to formulate statements which generalize over several graphs (e.g., th rough disjunction), 
while DATIl disallows this sort of statement. This means that feat ure form a lisms a ll ow 
more concise ex pressions ancl are more d iffi cu l t to evaluate than DATil cx press ions. r t. wi II 
contribute seriously to interface difficulties if the complex sorts of depend encies (exemplified 
in Sec.2.3 above) turn out to be useful. 

The foll owing table summarizes the differences: 

DATR Feature Formalisms 

genuine dags? (edges no yes 
directed at same node) 

va.lll e at path node su bgraph 

denotation of node labels forms type (or no labels) 

complex values? lists feature structu res 

significance of depth default preference none 

disjunction, etc. no yes 
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4.3 Reconciliation? 

Could one revise DATR to make it more compatible with feature structure work? More recent 
work (Evans et al. 1992) attempts to relax the DATR prohibition against multiple inheritance, 
even while retaining the basic denotational rules (under which paths denote the values of the 
nodes they lead to) and one can charitably imagine the introduction of variables to DATR which 
would allow the expression of coreference (but note that this would have to be a second node 
decoration-it could not replace form). 

The significance of depth is a much more fundamental problem, since it has to do with the 
modeling of linguistic phenomena which need not turn out to be the same. In feature formalisms, 
attributes are specified as in common (as attributes of a common node) when there are rules 
which treat them as identical. This is why PER and NUM are grouped under AGR (to simplify 
the statement of subject-verb agreement), and why AGR and CASE are grouped under N-AGR 
(simplifying the statement of DET-N agreement), etc. DATR suggests a (potentially) completely 
orthogonal organization in which attributes are specified as in common in case they have similar 
morphological forms. 

It is an open question whether ALL linguistic generalizations tend to follow the lines of mor
phological form. Surely they need not, as is shown by the case of the German first and third 
person plural verb forms-which are identical for all verbs in all tenses and moods. This has not 
led to sugestions for collapsing these attributes in general because there are generalizations, e.g., 
about person in reflexive and pronominal NP's, which treat the identical FORMS as representing 
distinct INFORMATION. But a single case cannot decide the value of a sweeping generalization. 

Even if this question can be answered affirmat ively, there is a fundamental problem in reror
mulating the specifications of a rich feature formalism into a weaker DATR: distinctions must be 
lost. And if these distinctions are warranted, then the weaker formalism will be inadequate. The 
problems of relative expressive capacity may have been minor in the early days of feature formal
ism work (when the formalisms-e.g., PATR-II-were not much more expressive than DATR) , 
but there have been steady amplifications on the feature-based side since then. 

Before concluding this section we should note the work of Kilbury et al. 1991, who show how 
to construct an interface from DATR to feature formalisms (using the example of PATR-II). This 
work may be seen as foundering on exactly the factors noted above, conflict.ing modeling conven
tions and relative expressive capacity. The proposal is quite general: they advocate constructing 
an interface by using DATR as a metalanguage in which one can describe and constrain (the syn
tax of) PATR-II equations. This is unproblematic because expressions in the PATR-II language 
are just t.rees, and it does not suffer fatally from the incompatible semant.ics of the formalisms 
because it simply ignores the semantics of the feature specifications. 

In this way they fin esse both the question of modeling conventions and and exp ress ive capa.c ity. 
This may be the best one can do, but it is unsat isfying for two reasons: first, it ignores underlying 
semantics at the cost of having to write specifications about PATR-II syntax, including bracketing, 
use of colon, etc., an unt idy level of in direction . But one is forced to something like this when 
attempt ing to cast the specifications of a richer language in the forms of a weaker. Second, in using 
DATR as a metalanguage, massive redundancy is introduced into lexical specifications, which now 
specify not only form values for the at t ribute '< person >', but attributes in which the value 
PATR-II 'PERSON' figure (as DATR ' 'PERSON' '). Formally, these have nothing to do with 
one another. The name of the DATR attribute and (part of) the value of a completely distinct 
attribute look similar to human eyes, but are formally unrelated. And this, too, is forced given 
the different semantics of the expressions in the two formalisms. 

5 Conclusions 

The purpose of the extended comparison to DATR was, of course, to suggest that, rather than take 
DATR as basic and attempt to do the work of feature specifications within it , we take the opposite 
tack, beginning with feature structures and attempt to borrow the most valuable insights of DATR 
into them-the use of defaul ts and the treatment of the paradigm as an abstract specification 
(Iexeme), each of whose further complete specifications is a form within the paradigm. Section 2 
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demonstrates how these DATR virtues are readily obtainable within approaches which combine 
default inheritance with feature-based specification. 

Of course, the opportunities within feature-based theories are much richer, and here we remind 
only of the opportunities they provide for specifying derivational relations using type requirements 
and for encoding the fairly intricate dependencies required in the case of the passive. 
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